Welcome to the Waterloo County Quilters’ Guild’s
Summer 2021 Virtual Show and Share.
Thank you to these talented quilters who have shared their
current projects.

Rebecca’s Quilt
My mother started this quilt in 2009 when my niece got
engaged. She had it about 95% embroidered in 2013,
when health issues took away her ability to do it. I am
honoured to have finished the embroidery free-motion
quilted it, and bound it. My brother is visiting his
daughter in Saskatchewan, and taking the quilt with him.
Barb Fooks

I enjoyed learning a different way to do paper
piecing taught by Leanne Parsons in her workshop.
This pattern was a great one to use small scraps of
my batiks. Verita Dickinson did her free motion
quilting which finished it so well.
Bonnie Murdoch

Hexagon Quilt
My sister Anni did most of the piecing and I cut
the wonky “hexi” edges, put the borders on,
quilted and finished it. I think the scrappy binding
adds to the cute look and it used up all but 2 of
the jelly roll strips.
Barbara Pye

Mod Owls
This quilt is was made with a Sew Kind of Wonderful
pattern.
https://sewkindofwonderful.com/products/7-modowls-paper-pattern?variant=41909525902
I made this for my new granddaughter because both her
parents love owls. It was quilted by The Red Red
Bobbin. It has Fireside backing so it’s cozy for cool
nights for mom and baby while nursing.
Becky Brown

This quilt is a Missouri Star pattern that I
altered slightly. It was made for a friend who
will be having a stem cell transplant in the next
couple of months. Her favourite colours are
blue, grey and burgundy. She was so excited
when I gave it to her and plans on taking it to
the hospital with her. I did straight line quilting
on this quilt.
Becky Brown

Modern Plus
This quilt is from by Simple Simon and
Company in the Missouri Star Mod Block book
purchased on a bus trip there. It was pieced at
a retreat pre-Covid and was quilted by The
Red Red Bobbin this year.
Becky Brown

Modern Expressions for Home, by Modern Blended Quilts of Calgary
Alberta. modernblendedquilts@gmail.com
This spring one of the guest vendors at our monthly meeting was
Watergirl Quilt Co. from Prescott, ON. We were invited to head to their
website and purchase anything there and receive a 20% discount. This
pattern was an online workshop that was being advertised for that very
next weekend. I was unable to attend, but they were willing to put
together a kit for me and ship it to me.
The pattern contained instructions to make a very professionally
finished pillow with a hidden zipper and bound edges. I created the
table runner, but then wasn’t sure where I was going to use it. A good
guilt friend of mine, Jean Giesler, suggested that I turn it into a bed
runner. Perfect!
Creating these rounded corners on the squares was a new technique
using freezer paper. Loved it!
Debbie Miethig

Confetti
Confetti was machine pieced and quilted. This
was a "leaders and enders" project, as taught by
Kelly DuMarquez in her scrap quilting workshop.
I was pleased to find I had already cut all the
dark 2.5" squares ages ago. It is a Caring
Connections quilt.
Marg Sandiford

Red, White and Blue
Donated to the guild by Paula Rostrup to be
used for charity. Paula pieced the quilt and won
a ribbon at a fall fair for the top. The quilt was
machine quilted by Marg Sandiford.

Square in a Square
This quilt has been donated to the Cambridge
Memorial Hospital Volunteer Association for their
fall fundraiser. More details about the fundraiser
should be available in September. The quilt was
machine pieced by Lynn Fulton and machine
quilted by Marg Sandiford.

Maria's Triangle Quilt
This triangle quilt was machine pieced and
bound by Maria Wirth and machine quilted
by Marg Sandiford. This will be a PAL quilt in
honour of an artist and seamstress who
passed away in February this year.
Maria Wirth

Quilts for Survivors
Here are some of the quilt blocks I have been collecting from guild
members for the Quilts for Survivors Project. Each 16.5” block contains
some orange in honour of the residential school survivors.
Quilt blocks for this outreach project will be collected until September 30.
I will mail all of the donations on behalf of the guild.
Jean McFarlane

Stitch Supply Co. in Wisconsin hosted this Mug Quilt
Sew Along in April 2020. It represents the well known
wall of mugs that’s in their retreat venue. I made a
smaller version using scraps and then free motion
quilted it after taking Inez Drummond’s class.
Sylvia Fernley

Here are my “Everyone’s getting bags”!
Ev Cameron

Here are photos of 2 little 30 in. X 30 in. quilts I made
for the Christmas Teddy Bear quilts project and 3 small
ones of the same size that could be Smile or Linus
quilts.
Anne Nicholson

Quilting by Design in New Hamburg has invited
quilters to make pillowcases. They are collecting
pillowcases until September 2021, at which time
they will be donated to the Wilmer Family Centre
These pillow cases were made from fabric that
was donated by a friend who is no longer quilting.
More information about the pillowcase drive, free
pattern, kits to purchase, etc. can be found on
their website.
(https://www.quiltingbydesign.ca/pillow-casedrive.htm).
Inge Ford

This is a Smile quilt that uses bright
fabrics and a fun theme for a child.
Inge Ford

This is the almost completed quilt top from the 2017
Shop Hop. I need to do a little embroidery on the
trillium and then it’s off to the quilter.
The finishing kit is from The Quilt Place in Shakespeare.
I tweaked the turquoise binding a bit and used mitred
corners.
This was my introduction to the flange concept. I plan
to bind the quilt with a flange binding.
Jean McFarlane

This child’s quilt started with a
panel and some very simple
piecing. It will be a Smile quilt.
Inge Ford

Bento Box
This quilt is made using a jelly roll and the Bento
Box pattern that was shared in Kelly’s scrap
workshop earlier this year. It will be a PAL quilt.
Inge Ford
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This quilt was started at Mannheim. For the 3 ½” squares I used a
number of my mother’s black and white fabrics with a few new fabrics
and a limited number of coloured blocks and stars to add a bit of
interest. It was quilted by Verita Dickinson. She inspired me to add a
flange binding. The flange is the solid black between the black and white
print of the border and binding (Second photo).
The flange - the little bit you see between the binding and quilt is cut at
1 ¾”. The contrasting piece is cut at 1 ¼”. There are lots of instructional
videos on YouTube for flange bindings. Very easy and effective.
Jean McFarlane

Spinoff
This Spinoff pattern was taught at the curved
piecing workshop we had with Daisy
Aschehoug. The finished size is 45” x 45”. It is very
busy but it will be used as a table topper for my
kitchen table.
Deby Wettges

Saw the cat panel online and knew it would be a great birthday present for my daughter-in-law. This 20” x 44” table runner
(their dining room table sits 10) is backed with the caramel shown as the front binding (and also by coincidence the one
flower pot). I quilted it by sewing the outline of the cats. I am sure this will be appreciated by all … including the 3 cats!
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Deby Wettges

These large blocks were made from a free Tilda pattern - Cat and Bird
Quilt.
I bought the fabric from Mt Brydges during the last Shop Hop. It is
embellished with beads. It is my first self-quilted project .
Love the cheerful cats.
Jean McFarlane

Batting for the Birds
If you have small scraps of cotton batting don’t throw them away. Pull them apart into small shredded pieces, stuff them into a
wire basket, and hang in your trees along with the bird seed. The birds love this for bedding for their nests and I guarantee you
will be filling the basket every few weeks. It is fun to watch then pulling the “perfect piece” out and then squabbling over who
gets to take the prize home.
Barbara Pye

Thank you, quilters for sharing your projects. We look forward to seeing what you are currently
working on as you practice “social distancing”.
Continue to create, sew and quilt! It’s great therapy. Happy quilting everyone!

